Warm hydroforming of magnesium alloy tube with large expansion ratio within non-uniform temperature field
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Abstract: According to warm hydroforming with poor thickness uniformity and low expansion ratio, a new approach named warm hydroforming with non-uniform temperature field was presented. Warm hydroforming die with nonuniform temperature field was designed and temperature field along tube axis was established with differential temperature gradient. Then, the effect of the temperature difference between the forming zone and the feeding zone on thickness uniformity along the part axis was studied in a certain loading path. Thickening of the feeding zone decreases and the thickness uniformity of tubular part is improved by selecting appropriate temperature difference, for this experiment, suitable temperature difference is 150 °C. Further, the effect of the preform shape formed by warm hydroforming on the limit expansion ratio of magnesium alloy tube was studied, using preform with wrinkles and preform with expansion ratio of 35% hydroformed by using differential temperature. The limit expansion ratio reaches 66.2% by using the preform with expansion ratio of 35%.
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1 Introduction

As typical light-weight structural materials with high specific strength [1,2], magnesium alloy sheets and tubes have been applied in automotive and aircraft industries to meet the demand of fuel saving. Therefore, magnesium alloy has a good application prospect [3]. Due to the poor room temperature plasticity of magnesium alloy [4,5], the complex structural parts are difficult to form [6,7]. Hydroforming at the elevated temperature can improve the plasticity and enhance the forming limit of these materials [8–10]. Warm hydroforming has a feature that thickness uniformity is poor, with high thinning ratio of the forming zone and high thickening ratio of the feeding zone [11]. The reason of such thickness distribution is that at a high temperature, the yield strength of tube materials is lower, while the friction coefficient value between the tube and the die is high, so that under the effects of the axial force generated by axial feeding and the friction force, upsetting deformation occurs at the end of the tube, and then induces thickening [12,13]. Therefore, the material is difficult to be pushed into the die cavity, and the expansion ratio of component is low [14]. Poor formability limits the application of tube hydroforming of magnesium alloy [15]. Consequently, the serious nonuniformity of thickness weakens the light-weight effect of applying magnesium alloy and induces material waste.

In this work, hydroforming of magnesium alloy tubular parts with nonuniform temperature fields was studied to provide a method of improving thickness uniformity and enhancing expansion ratio by controlling behaviors of plastic deformation based on the effects of temperature field on mechanical properties of materials.

2 Experimental setup and FE model

2.1 Experimental setup

The principle of warm hydroforming with nonuniform temperature field is shown in Fig. 1. The temperature gradient of tube blank can be realized through controlling the die temperature in the different zones separately, to obtain lower temperature in the feeding zone (T1) and higher temperature in the forming zone (T2). First, with higher yield strength at lower temperature, plastic deformation can be postponed and...
restrained in the feeding zone so that thickening of tube ends can be restrained. Second, at lower temperature, the friction coefficient in the forming zone might be reduced to promote the materials flowing into the die cavity during axial feeding. Experimental setup is shown in Fig. 1. The tube blank can be heated by continuously flowing heated oil medium. Temperature sensors are put into the die and the tube blank to detect the temperature and the results are fed back to the central control unit. Cooling water is used to keep the feeding zone temperature of the die lower than that of the forming zone to realize the designed temperature field of the tube blank.

Fig. 1 Principle of warm hydroforming with nonuniform temperature fields

2.2 FE model

The extruded AZ31 magnesium alloy is used in simulation and experiments. The outside diameter and thickness of the original tube blank are 65 mm and 2 mm, respectively. Because of the symmetrical shape, half model is chosen. Finite element analysis is carried out by using software Abaqus 6.10. Finite element model is shown in Fig. 2. Viscoplastic model is used in tube blank, and the die is set as a rigid body, using surface-to-surface contact between the tube blank and the die. Friction coefficient in forming zone is 0.15 and it is 0.1 in the feeding zone because its temperature is lower than that in the forming zone. Finite element solver using explicit function modules, the tube blank and die are both meshed by 4-node thermally coupled doubly curved thin or thick shell, reduced integration, hourglass control, finite membrane strains (S4RT). Figure 3 shows the true stress curves versus true strain at different strain rates and different temperatures.

3 Results and analysis

The effects of temperature differences between the forming zone and the feeding zone on formability and thickness distribution are mainly investigated. First, using the die with the expansion ratio of 35%, experiments

Fig. 2 FEM model

Fig. 3 True stress—true strain curves of AZ31 magnesium alloy tube: (a) $\dot{\varepsilon} = 0.001 \text{ s}^{-1}$; (b) $\dot{\varepsilon} = 0.01 \text{ s}^{-1}$; (c) $\dot{\varepsilon} = 0.1 \text{ s}^{-1}$
were carried out to obtain a reasonable loading path and the best temperature difference. Second, using the die with the expansion ratio of 70%, the effect of preform shape on the limit expansion ratio of magnesium alloy tube was studied through experiments.

3.1 Effect of loading paths on formability

To form a tubular component with a large expansion ratio, a loading path with a matching relation between internal pressure and axial feeding was selected according to experiments. Three different loading paths were used in the experiments, as shown in Fig. 4. Under the same temperature conditions, the forming zone temperature of 240 °C and the feeding zone temperature of 90 °C, the experimental results from different loading paths are shown in Figs. 5−7.

The experimental results from loading path 1 are shown in Fig. 5. When the axial feeding is completed at pressure of 5.5 MPa, sharp wrinkles occur at both ends of the forming zone under low internal pressure, and then bursting occurs during calibration for uneven material distribution in the forming zone. The experimental results from loading path 2 are shown in Fig. 6, in which the axial feeding is executed at pressure of 7 MPa. The feeding material is distributed evener than that for the loading path 1, so that the workpiece is nearly formed, only with a tiny crack along the axial direction. Figure 7 shows the experimental results when the temperature difference is 150 °C. With the matching relation between internal pressure and axial feeding, preform with wrinkles was formed firstly, as shown in Fig. 7(a), and then the component with expansion ratio of 35% was obtained after calibration, as shown in Fig. 7(b).
3.2 Effect of forming zone temperature on formability

To reveal the effect of the forming zone temperature on formability, the loading path 3 was applied to the experiments. The temperature difference was fixed at 150 °C, and only the temperature of the forming zone was changed for different experiments to realize the temperature of 200, 220 and 240 °C, respectively.

Figure 8 shows the experimental results when the forming zone temperature is 200 °C. Bursting occurs during calibration and the maximum diameter is 86.4 mm.

Figure 9 shows the thinning ratio distribution of different forming zone temperature. The thickness distribution from the forming zone temperature 240 °C is evener.

3.3 Effect of temperature difference on thickness distribution

To reveal the effect of temperature difference on thickness distribution, the loading path 3 was applied to the experiments. The temperature of the forming zone was fixed at 240 °C, and only the temperature at the ends of the tube blanks was changed for different experiments to realize the temperature differences of 130, 150 and 170 °C between the forming zone and the feeding zone.

First, the effect of temperature difference on wrinkling behavior was studied. The experimental results from different temperature differences are shown in Fig. 10. It can be seen that useful wrinkles are obtained before calibration. The wrinkles with similar shape and amount might be useful to increase the expansion ratio limit and induce the wall thickness distribution in warm tube hydroforming with nonuniform temperature field.

Figure 11 shows the experimental samples in cross section for the three kinds of temperature differences, in which the maximum thickening positions and thinning positions for every sample are pointed out. The thinning ratio difference on the sample for temperature difference of 130 °C has the biggest value of 21.6%, but 13.3% and 11.6% for temperature differences of 170 °C and 150 °C, respectively, as listed in Table 1. It illustrates that the thickness distribution is more even when temperature difference is 150 °C.

For temperature difference of 130 °C, because the yielding stress is low at high temperature (feeding zone temperature of 110 °C), the thickening ratio of feeding
Table 1 Thickness variation ratios for different temperature differences

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Temperature Difference ∆t/ °C</th>
<th>Maximum thickening ratio/%</th>
<th>Maximum thinning ratio/%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>130</td>
<td>11.9</td>
<td>9.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>7.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>170</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>9.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

zone is more than that at temperature difference of 170 °C (feeding zone temperature of 70 °C). Meanwhile, since the material of the transition zone is deformed easily, which induces wrinkles in the transition zone so that less material is fed into the forming zone, consequently causes the bigger thinning ratio at temperature difference of 130 °C. For temperature difference of 150 °C, although thickening of the feeding zone is close to that of temperature difference of 170 °C, deformation in the forming zone is more uniform so that the maximum thinning ratio of the forming zone is smaller than that of 170 °C, which is the reason that the thickness distribution from temperature difference of 150 °C is evener.

By comparison of experimental results, both thickening of the feeding zone and thinning of the forming zone are serious when temperature difference is small. However, the deformation non-uniformity in the forming zone becomes more significant when temperature difference is too large. Therefore, the temperature difference has an important effect on warm hydroforming with nonuniform temperature field. For this experiment, the suitable temperature difference is 150 °C.

3.4 Research on limit expansion ratio

Limit expansion ratio shows the possibility that a process could be used for practical applications. As a structure material with poor formability at room temperature, the limit expansion ratio of magnesium tube is very small in conventional processes.

Further experiments were carried out to explore the potential to increase the limit expansion ratio by warm hydroforming with non-uniform temperature field. First of all, using the die with expansion ratio of 70%, the temperature of the forming zone was fixed at 240 °C and temperature difference of 150 °C, the maximum expansion ratio reached only 51.5%, as shown in Fig. 12(a). Using preform with wrinkles shown in Fig. 7(a), the maximum expansion ratio reached 62.5%, as shown in Fig. 12(b). Using preform with expansion ratio of 35% shown in Fig. 7(b), the limit expansion ratio reached 66.2%, as shown in Fig. 12(c).

Fig. 12 Experimental results: (a) Hydroformed by one step; (b) Hydroformed by preform with wrinkles; (c) Hydroformed by preform with expansion ratio of 35%

4 Effect of preform shape on limit expansion ratio

Finite element simulations were conducted to analyze the deformation during hydroforming. Figure 13 shows the thinning ratio distribution for different preformed billets. Figure 14 shows the simulated results of thinning ratio distribution that the limit expansion ratio reaches 66.2% by using different preforms.

It can be seen from the simulated results that, the thinning ratio of workpiece hydroformed by using preform with wrinkles reaches 30.5%, while the thinning ratio of workpiece hydroformed by using preform with expansion ratio of 35% reaches 25.5%.

Figure 15 shows the equivalent strain distribution hydroformed by using different preformed billets. It can be seen that the maximum deformation occurs at both ends of the forming zone. However, the maximum strain on the two workpieces has a great difference. For the workpiece hydroformed by preform with wrinkles, the maximum strain is 1.68, which will induce earlier crack. For the workpiece hydroformed by preform with expansion ratio of 35%, the maximum strain is only 0.95. It indicates that the latter preform is much better than the
former one for forming a large expansion component.

Figure 16 shows the strain paths of typical points in the second step hydroforming process. With different preforms, obvious differences appear for the three selected points (A, B and C in Fig. 7(a)). The most significant difference appears at point C located in the top of the wrinkle near the transition zone. The strain state from the preform with wrinkles is tensile in both hoop and axial direction. However, the strain state from the preform with expansion ratio of 35% is tensile in hoop direction, but compressive in axial direction.
Therefore, the thinning of the workpiece from the preform with expansion ratio of 35% is smaller than that from the preform with wrinkle during the second hydroforming process.

At the bottom of the wrinkle (point \( B \)), though the strain states from the two preforms are both hoop tensile strain and axial compressive strain throughout the hydroforming process, there is large difference in the absolute value of thickness strain that can be calculated according to the incompressibility principle. For point \( B \) of preform with wrinkles, the final hoop strain is 0.45 and the value of axial strain is only \(-0.23\), so the thickness strain is \(-0.22\). For point \( A \) of preform with expansion ratio of 35%, the final axial strain is only \(-0.09\) with hoop strain of 0.2 and the thickness strain of \(-0.11\). By contrast, it is clear that the thickness from the preform with wrinkles is smaller than that from the preform with expansion ratio of 35%. For the point \( A \), the similar result could be found due to different axial strains for the two kinds of preforms. The results illustrate that the material can be distributed to the more appropriate position during the formation of the preform with expansion ratio of 35%, and induce the better strain state during the second step hydroforming, consequently results in the larger expansion limit.

5 Conclusions

1) According to the effect of temperature difference on thickness uniformity of hydroformed tubular parts with expansion ratio of 35%, the best temperature difference is 150 °C. Larger temperature difference induces non-uniform deformation in the forming zone, but lower temperature difference induces thickening at the feeding zone near the tube ends.

2) In one step warm hydroforming with differential temperature field, the limit expansion ratio is only 51.5%. Within two-step warm hydroforming, the limit expansion ratio of the magnesium alloy tube can be enhanced obviously through preforming. The limit expansion ratio reaches 66.2% by using preform with expansion ratio of 35%.

3) It can be concluded that with different preforms, the materials can be distributed into different positions and induce different strain states during the second hydroforming process. Using the preform with expansion ratio of 35%, the strain states in the workpiece are kept as compressive in axial direction and tensile in hoop direction, and then the absolute value of compressive strain in thickness direction is small so that the early bursting can be avoided to realize a larger expansion limit.
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镁合金大膨胀率管件差温内压成形
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摘要：针对镁合金管材热态内压成形存在的壁厚不均、膨胀率小等问题，提出利用温度差控制变形的差温内压成形新方法，设计差温内压成形模具设计，并沿管材轴向建立带有温度梯度的非均匀温度场，研究在一定的加载路径下，成形区和送料区的温度差对试件轴向壁厚均匀性的影响。研究结果表明：选择合适的温差可使成形件送料区增厚减小，壁厚均匀性提高，最佳温差为150℃。分析差温内压成形预制坯形状对极限膨胀率的影响，使用膨胀率为35%的变径管作为预制坯，可获得66.2%的极限膨胀率。

关键词：镁合金；热态内压成形；非均匀温度场；极限膨胀率